
Manager Hub for Microsoft Teams and
Outlook

Help your managers create high performing and more engaged teams with our easy to
use toolkit right within Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Teams

Our toolkit for successful managers

Recognitions

Get recognized for your hard efforts, and
celebrate your colleagues to keep them
motivated.
Learn more

Feedback

Help your employees grow by giving
them constructive feedback or by
requesting feedback on their behalf.
Learn more

1-on-1's

Easily organize 1-on-1's, and make the
most out of them with talking points,
action items, and private notes.
Learn more

Tasks

Stay on top of your business and track
your direct reports with an easy to use
tasks module right inside of Microsoft
Outlook and Teams.
Learn more

Notes

Take notes with Teamblee, and never
forget important details about your direct
reports or colleagues.

Team Insights*

Always remember your 1-on-1's on time,
never miss an e-mail from your team,
receive suggestions on how and when to
give feedback.
Learn more

https://www.teamblee.com/
https://www.teamblee.com/recognition
https://www.teamblee.com/feedback
https://www.teamblee.com/one-on-one
https://www.teamblee.com/task
https://www.teamblee.com/team-insights


Being a better people manager is
super easy with Teamblee

We know that your managers are super busy and we are here to
help them better manage their team and save time while doing
so

 Unread email reminders, and email read rate warnings from

direct reports

 1-on-1 frequency reminders, and total time spent reports

 Smart suggestions to increase team engagement and morale

 A central place to see updates about your direct reports

Built to work with Off ice 365

Teamblee provides meaningful experiences by getting behavioral
data from Of�ce 365, and helps managers access deep insights
generated from the daily communications with their direct
reports and peers.

 Right within Microsoft Outlook and Teams

 Use your Of�ce365 credentials - no need for a separate

username and password

 Easy to use for end users and easy to con�gure for IT

  Does Teamblee only work with Of�ce 365?

Teamblee is built on top of Microsoft Graph, which is the gateway
to data and intelligence in Of�ce 365. For now, Teamblee only
works with Of�ce 365, but we are also considering other
alternatives such as Google G-Suite.

 Is Teamblee really free?

Yes, Teamblee is totally free and always will be accessible with all
of its features for companies that have under 50 employees.
However, if you have more than 50 employees, you have to move
to our paid tier which starts from 3$ per month.

Better team management and increased engagement

Teamblee makes sure that your managers are always on track, and that your employees are
always engaged.

Contact us at info@teamblee.com


